by Chris Barnes

We reported in the last newsletter of the successful
installation of the fives nodes and then the process
of deployment of over 60 instruments at four of the
five nodes. With the slippage of the node installation
last summer, half of the booked instrument
deployment ship time was lost leaving the Endeavour
ocean spreading ridge site to be instrumented in
September 2010, again using the R/V Thompson
from the University of Washington and the ROPOS/
ROV. An upcoming maintenance cruise in May with
the CCGS Tully will allow us to repair or replace any
ailing instruments and deploy some others that were
not deployed last summer due to weather delays.
From September through November 2009, the
observatory
systems
underwent
successful
commissioning: the subsea network by AlcatelLucent, the instrument data by DMAS, and the
national security aspects by the Canadian and US
navies. This was preparatory to Neptune Canada
going live with the streaming data flow that will total
about 60 terabytes a year.

One consequence of the new operating funds is to
allow NEPTUNE Canada to continue to transition its
management and staffing from the infrastructure to
the operating phase. Our Engineering team, based
in Vancouver, completed their work in December and
will be replaced by new engineering staff based in
Victoria, being involved with the instrumentation
as well as the wet plant challenges. Two new Java
Developers are being hired for the DMAS group; two
Science Data Specialists and five Science Theme
Integrators will be hired to strengthen the Science
team interface with the science user community in
the analysis of the vast real-time data flow. All these
positions will be filled over the next few months and
will be advertized on the NEPTUNE Canada website
(www.neptunecanada.ca) and through UVic’s Human
Resources department (https://uhire.uvic.ca) and
interested persons are invited to apply.
Strong external interest continues in our progress
and technical developments. We hosted a group of
five emerging ocean observatories from Spain in
October, with assistance from the federal Department
of Foreign Affairs and International Trade and the
Canadian Embassy in Spain. We will present further
details along with an exhibit at the ASLO/AGU Ocean
Sciences 2010 conference in Portland, Oregon later
this month.
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After a decade of concept development, science
workshops, securing major infrastructure funding,
building a management team, contracting to AlcatelLucent to design, manufacture and install the
observatory wet plant, installing instruments and
system commissioning, most of the observatory is
finally in place and operational.
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We did it! The NEPTUNE Canada cabled ocean
observatory went live with the initial data flow on
8 December 2009. It was an early Christmas present
to all members of our inspired team.

NEPTUNE Canada has been seeking ongoing operating
funds beyond the current award that extends to April
2010. The Go Live event was the forum to announce
the exciting news that operating funding of $24
million has been awarded by the Canada Foundation
for Innovation to ONC/VENUS/NEPTUNE Canada for
the next two fiscal years. Of this, $19.3 million is
allocated to NEPTUNE Canada, which is itself hugely
indebted to CFI for this ongoing vote of confidence
in the project.
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Director’s Report

Science
Mairi Best, Associate Director, Science
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Instrumentation Installed in 2009 - NEPTUNE
Canada had a very successful four weeks of instrument
installation last September aboard the R/V Thompson.
We installed one node, 9 instrument platforms
including junction boxes, 2 mobile platforms (crawler
and VPS), 31 extension cables, and 63 instruments
(most with multiple sensors). Through our wet plant
and data networks, we successfully powered up all
junction boxes and confirmed communications with
over 90% of all instruments. A key success in this
process was the real-time inclusion of shore-based
scientists and staff. Our “Virtual Research Cruise”
used a combination of purpose built and common tools
to stream live ROPOS video, review previous dives
complete with annotations (logs), provide updated
schedules and notifications, and communicate realtime with science teams. The following instruments
were installed in these study areas:

Data Plots displaying various data received by
NEPTUNE Canada Instrumentation

Samoan tsunami caused by mag. 8.0 earthquake Sept 29, 2009
detected by NC BPR’s and ODP 1026B CORK pressure sensor
PLOT by Steve Mihaly and Martin Heesemann

Folger Passage, Outer Barkley Sound floor
(100m): CTD, ADCP, echosounder, oxygen sensor,
hydrophone, and BPR.
Folger Rocky Pinnacle (20m): 3-D camera, HD
video camera, ADCPs, current meter, light sensor, and
backscatter/fluorometer - installation in progress.
Barkley Upper Slope (400m): CTD, ADCP,
broadband seismometer, BPR, hydrophone, lowlight black & white video camera, rotary sonar,
ADCP, sediment trap, and a Vertical Profiler System
including an ADCP, CO2 sensor, CTD, downward- and
upward-looking radiometers, acoustic water column
profiler, hydrophone, fluorometer, oxygen sensor,
nitrate sensor, and backscatter/fluorometer.
Barkley
Canyon
Flank,
including
hydrate
outcrops (~900m):
rotary sonar, ADCP, lowlight black & white video camera, plankton pump,
fluorometer, multibeam sonar, CTD, microbial
sensors, hydrate temperature sensors, and Wally
the Benthic Crawler hosting a camera plus sensors
for temperature, pressure, water currents, salinity,
methane and turbidity.

Queen Charlottes mag 6.5 earthquake Nov 17, 2009
detected by NC broadband seismometer at ODP 889
PLOT by Taimi Mulder

Barkley Canyon Axis (1000m): rotary sonar, lowlight black & white video camera, and hydrophone.
Mid-slope ODP 889 (1260m): Controlled Source
Electro-Magnetic Array, Sea Floor Compliance, BPR,
broadband seismometer.
Abyssal Plain ODP 1027:
ODP 1026B CORK
pressure and temperature sensors, CTD, broadband
seismometer, and 2 BPR’s at the end of 12.5km
cables. (#3 BPR planned for install in 2010)

CO2 concentrations from the VPS at 30m above the seafloor at
Barkley Upper Slope (plot shows 3-hour warmup of instrument)
PLOT by Reyna Jenkyns

Mothra: T-resistivity probe, microbial incubator, and
a short period seismometer.
Regional Scale Moorings North and South: a
pair of 250m moorings at each site with 4 pairs of
CTD’s and ACM’s each, and a long range ADCP. The
northern pair also have a short period seismometer
and the southern pair a BPR.

Water column structure from seafloor to surface above Barkley
Upper Slope, shown by a long range (75kHz) ADCP
PLOT by Reyna Jenkyns

Wally’s World Tour - on 19 December 2009, NC
researchers from Jacobs University in Bremen,
Germany 8500 kilometres away, connected to the
Internet and took Wally the crawler for its first deepsea scientific walkabout. German scientist Laurenz
Thomsen reported, “The first trip with Wally was
fantastic. The software tools provided by NEPTUNE
allow a fast first interpretation of the data. It is a
great pleasure for the German research team to be
part of this Canadian science community.”

Methane measurements by Wally on 19 December 2009
PLOT by Laurenz Thomsen

Ridge Flanks: The western flank has a broadband
seismic package, and the eastern flank a short period
seismometer.
A key challenge will come before we even start to
deploy the instruments as we need to install more
than 6km long extension cables from the node into
the ridge valley, across sharp volcanic rock and large
crevasses. Preparations are already well underway.
All of this work is carried out using the expertise of
CSSF/ROPOS, a key partner in these complex deep
sea operations.
As these technical preparations move forward, we
are also reaching out to the scientific community to
learn how the data analysis is going and what we can
do to help, working with DMAS in the development
of our Oceans 2.0 environment, bringing NEPTUNE
Canada to the attention of those not yet involved, and
starting to plan for the future. Workshops, lectures,
and conference information sessions are being coordinated by Brian Bornhold - see further details at
the end of this newsletter.
As we dig into the data, now the fun begins!
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Main Endeavour Field: T-resistivity probe, water
sampler, COVIS acoustic array, TEMPO-mini vent
community platform (camera, temperature probes,
oxygen and iron sensors), and a short period
seismometer.
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Humpback whale song in Barkley Canyon
captured by hydrophone - January 5, 2010
PLOT by Reyna Jenkyns in consultation with John Ford

Installation of instruments at Endeavour Ridge
will be undertaken in September 2010, using the
R/V Thompson. This includes instrumentation at four
main study areas:
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Instrumentation
Installed
in
2009Barkley
Upper Slope (400m): CTD, ADCP, broadband
seismometer, BPR, hydrophone, low-light black &
white video camera, rotary sonar, ADCP, sediment
trap, and a Vertical Profiler System including an
ADCP, CO2 sensor, CTD, downward- and upwardlooking radiometers, acoustic water column profiler,
hydrophone, fluorometer, oxygen sensor, nitrate
sensor, and backscatter/fluorometer

Plans for 2010 - As we enter 2010, we continue
with work in monitoring the operation of the installed
instruments, trouble shooting malfunctions with the
systems staff, and planning for our first maintenance
cruise in May. This will be aboard the CCGS Tully,
May 6-25th, and will revisit all four node areas from
2009 to a) service and redeploy working instruments,
b) retrieve malfunctioning instruments (luckily in the
minority) and c) deploy additional instruments. A
key operation will be the retrieval of the VPS which
will be hauled out for additional work during the
summer and redeployed in the Fall of 2010. Wally II
will also be deployed during the May cruise.

Data Management and Archive System (DMAS)
Benoît Pirenne, Associate Director, Information Technology
Reyna Jenkyns, Scientific Programer
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Observatory Commissioning
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Fall 2009 was dominated by the observatory
commissioning. This is an important period in
the life cycle of any major project where every
element is thoroughly tested before being
officially made available to users. More precisely,
commissioning activities covered multiple areas
such as underwater infrastructure verification
(with Alcatel-Lucent), shore station equipment
(Alcatel-Lucent and DMAS), national security
checks by the navies, and of course all the data
flow elements at UVic and at the University of
Saskatchewan. The illustration below is a reminder
of the various elements of the NEPTUNE Canada
data flow infrastructure.

NEPTUNE Canada Data Flow Infrastructure Elements

By the end of September, Alcatel-Lucent had
completed its part of the commissioning: making
sure that the overall underwater infrastructure
consisting of the backbone cable with repeaters
and branching units, but also the nodes as well as
the set of equipment in the shore station were fully
functional. At the end of that period, a provisional
acceptance of the system was agreed upon, with
a number of outstanding issues left in a “punch
list”. The system was essentially in working
condition with the exception of the branching
unit at Middle Valley that will be repaired in the
spring. This implies that the NEPTUNE Canada
underwater backbone is currently configured as
two independent cables rather than a single loop.

The data flow commissioning was subsequently
performed by DMAS staff and involved looking
more specifically at everything from the nodes
down: junction boxes, instruments and their
various sensors.
It was essential to make sure that all data coming
from instruments safely made it to the archive.
Conversely, it was also important to verify our
ability to send commands to junction boxes,
cameras, etc. Data flow commissioning was
quite challenging due to the varied nature of the
instruments on the system and the complexity of
the network. During this period, the University of
Saskatchewan (UofS) redundant data centre was
also installed and certified. It now not only hosts
a secondary copy of all NEPTUNE Canada data
but also shares the web access load. We intend
to make more and more DMAS services available
through UofS as well. During this period, several
DMAS staff also attended courses organized by
Alcatel-Lucent. The training was designed to make
them familiar with both power and networking
aspects of the underwater infrastructure.
Another commissioning element that took place
was related to the overall system security with
the Canadian and the US navies looking both
at the sensitivity of some of our instruments
(seismometers and hydrophones) and at their
possible impact on naval operations and national
security. When a detection possibility is suspected,
data from those sensitive instruments will be
temporarily filtered to remove the part of their
response spectrum possibly containing traces of
military vessel signature. Still related to security,
an audit successfully took place to make sure that
NEPTUNE Canada’s installations demonstrated a
high level of resilience to hacking and other acts
of malevolence.

ROPOS places seismometer into caisson at ODP 1027

Data Commissioning

Internally, a series of steps were undertaken to
validate data. Every raw data file was checked
for proper format and completeness, while
important metadata such as units, calibrations and
configurations were verified. Data were plotted to
ensure values made sense.

Going forward, we will be expanding upon the
functionality of Oceans 2.0 with increased social
networking, additional data products, and tools
for analyzing data. The capacity for teams to
work together on projects is under development,
including the ability to share and collaborate
on code, annotations, and manuscript writing.
Over the longer term, we are embarking on a
web-interface for annotating complex data like
video and hydrophone audio. Emphasis is being
placed on visualizing annotations in various
subcategories like scientific observations, data
quality indicators and instrument events (e.g.,
configuration changes).

Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) data snapshot showing
20 minutes of measurements at the Folger site on NEPTUNE
Canada. Note the acoustic interference from the co-located
BioSonics Echosounder. Thanks to controlled synchronization
between the two instruments, these artifacts are prevented.

As a result of this continual examination of the
data, about 30 instruments successfully passed
their initial evaluation. These instruments include
Acoustic Doppler Current Profilers, Bottom Pressure
Recorders, CTDs, fluorometers, a gravimeter,
video cameras, and methane and oxygen sensors.

The NEPTUNE Canada Oceans 2.0 environment with the data
search panel and the DiveViewer panel. Drop-down menu allow
users to navigate the various funtions available.
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If any corrective action was required, it usually
involved either a change in the data acquisition
software or a modification to the instrument
configuration. Additional software was written
to minimize acoustic interference between two
nearby instruments by interleaving pings. Without
this adjustment, artifacts like vertical lines in
the ADCP’s velocity magnitude would appear. For
example, in the data segment shown, the last 20
minutes (75 pings) indicate the detection of echos
of pings from an echosounder. In other cases,
instrument manufacturers provided input and
responded to technical questions.

At the conclusion of the observatory’s launch
to the public on December 8, Oceans 2.0 was
officially
revealed.
The
preceding
months
had DMAS extremely busy with the design,
implementation and testing of its first released
function. The outcome is a virtual environment
where scientists, students and the public can
search for data by location, instrument type,
network topology, or project. Depending on the
instrument or sensor, a selection of plots and files
(CSV, mat, manufacturer formats) are available.
Over 3000 data requests have already been
fulfilled. Visitors can also view archived and live
video, learn about instruments, and interactively
plot data. There is even a wiki where registered
users are encouraged to contribute content.
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Anomalies and data gaps were noted and
investigated. A wiki was utilized to record findings
and pass/fail status for every instrument each day
data was acquired.

Oceans 2.0 Progress
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The process that was put in place for this activity
involved an internal quality check and deliveries
of new data from specific instruments to their
respective Principal Investigators throughout the
commissioning phase. Feedback from the scientists
or their delegates was expected shortly afterward.

Their data products are accessible by anyone
using NEPTUNE Canada’s Oceans 2.0 online
environment, and more will become available
over the next few months.

NEPTUNE Canada – Engaging the Public
NEPTUNE Canada “Goes Live”
FEBRUARY 2010

On Tuesday 8 December 2009, NEPTUNE Canada went
live, streaming real-time data from the ocean floor.
Following years of planning and preparation it was
an exciting moment when Hon. Iain Black, British
Columbia’s Minister of Small Business, Technology
and Economic Development clicked the mouse to
begin the data flow.
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The gala event hosted distinguished speakers from
government, funding agencies, the university, and
NEPTUNE Canada leadership and scientists. Seven
NEPTUNE Canada scientists from across Canada and
around the world spoke of the ways in which this
transformative ocean observatory will impact their
science.
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The webcast event was viewed by over 1000 visitors
from around the world and created an overwhelming
interest in video, data, and the NEPTUNE Canada
project. In addition, over 20 organizations connected
via the CANARIE network and were able to view the
event in high-bandwidth from their boardrooms.
The “Go Live” event is available for viewing at http://
neptunecanada.ca/news/multimedia-gallery/video/
go-live-webcast.dot

To view the CBC “Mission NEPTUNE” documentary
go to: http://www.neptunecanada.ca/news/newsdetails.dot?id=16859

CBC News in Review - February 2010
CBC News in Review then took the above-mentioned
documentary film and produced a 12-page resource
guide to support the video story, along with three
other stories. News in Review is distributed through
subscriptions to 120 Canadian educational institutions
extending NEPTUNE Canada’s reach to approximately
65% of all English-speaking high school students.
If you are interested in subscribing to receive a single
issue on NEPTUNE Canada visit their website at www.
newsinreview.cbclearning.ca.

NEPTUNE Canada at the Canadian
Museum of Nature - 22 May 2010
The Canadian Museum of Nature’s new 800 square
metre “Water Gallery”, which after five years of
construction, is scheduled to open on 22 May 2010
in Ottawa.
The overall theme is that “nothing on earth can live
without water” and NEPTUNE Canada will be featured
in The Ocean is Deep section, and will include:
•

A diorama of hydrothermal vent communities
at Endeavour, photo slide show, and text panel
describing the research at that site by NEPTUNE
Canada scientists.

•

A 3D model of Barkley Canyon, photo slide show,
and text panel describing NEPTUNE Canada.

These features along with many others will give
audiences a sense of the vastness of the oceans and
a view of some of the complex diversity that is holds.
Rattail Fish over the Seismometer Instrument Platform

CBC Documentary “Mission NEPTUNE”
Just days before the “Go Live” event an 11-minute
documentary on the NEPTUNE Canada project
was broadcast on both CBC Découverte and CBC
The National. A CBC documentary film team from
Vancouver who had been following the NEPTUNE
Canada project for years, joining cruises, interviewing
scientists, and capturing testing and installation
created a film that gives a sense of the scope and
challenges involved in building the world’s first
regional cabled ocean observatory.

Hardrock community at Folger Passage

ONC/ONCCEE Update
by Martin Taylor, President & CEO, Ocean Networks Canada

Ocean Networks Canada Centre for Enterprise
and Engagement’s (ONCCEE) efforts continue to
gain momentum as staff pursues opportunities with
the ocean technology industry and public engagement
and education.
Rick Searle joined ONCCEE as the Manager of
Communications and Engagement in late September.
Rick’s background brings a life long passion and
commitment to ecological literacy that began as
a park interpreter in the 1980’s. This has infused
his work as an instructor at two Vancouver Island
universities and as a consultant for the past 18 years.
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Following from its formation at the September 2009
ONC Board meeting, the Public Policy Committee,
led by Peter Harrison, Chair of the School of Public
Policy at Queen’s University, has been active in
advising management on opportunities for applying
our research results and activities to federal and
provincial ocean-related policy priorities. An initial
survey of points of connection completed by Brian
Bornhold, NEPTUNE Canada Project Scientist, has led
to proposals for workshops to be held with federal
and provincial agencies over the next few months.
An immediate action has been to provide input to the
emergent BC Ocean and Coastal Strategy.

ONCCEE has been actively pursuing opportunities
to commercialize products and services from the
VENUS and NEPTUNE Canada projects, particularly
those from the DMAS team for visualizing massive
volumes of streaming data. ONCCEE is working with
the VENUS and NEPTUNE Canada teams to develop
a Technology Demonstration Facility for ocean
technology companies to demonstrate new and
novel technologies on the observatories. The first
major demonstration will be a sensor interoperability
experiment to support industry efforts lead by the
Smart Ocean Sensor Consortium.
ONCCEE has
worked with Canadian industry to develop a feasibility
study for a bottom mounted ice monitoring system
in the Arctic. ONCCEE is creating relationships with
other Arctic initiatives and partners with the goal
of establishing a major ocean observing system
in the Arctic to support scientific, industrial and
strategic applications by leveraging technologies
and expertise developed in the VENUS and NEPTUNE
Canada projects. ONCCEE has been meeting with
the ocean technology industry through meetings
at conferences and visits to establish an ocean
technology sector network. ONCCEE is planning to
launch a new integrated exhibition layout and website
at the upcoming ASLO/AGU Ocean Sciences meeting
in Portland, Oregon, this month.
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The Board also approved the appointment of Iain
Stewart as a Director. Iain was recently appointed
as Assistant VP Research at Dalhousie University,
one of our lead partner universities, with specific
responsibilities for ocean and energy program
development. He previously held senior level
positions with Industry Canada and had a lead
role in the development and implementation of the
federal S&T strategy. His background experience and
current position bring additional strengths to the
ONC Board. He replaces Carmen Charette as Director
who resigned due to conflict of interest concerns in
her position as Executive VP at SSHRC.

He has hosted radio and television programs as an
environmental specialist, and has written articles on
environmental issues/sustainability for magazines in
Canada, United States, United Kingdom and Europe.
Rick also has significant expertise in new media,
producing, distributing and broadcasting content on
the environment and sustainability. Rick has been
working on ONC’s corporate communications plan as
well as public engagement and education activities.
His expertise was essential at the recent NEPTUNE
Canada “Go Live” Event where he produced the
program which was filmed live before an audience of
300 and web broadcast live around the world in both
standard definition and high definition. The opening
“Wow” video segment was also produced by Rick
from various NEPTUNE Canada video segments which
will continue to be used for promotional purposes.
With the completion of a draft of the ONC corporate
communication plan, Rick is now turning his attention
to the hiring of an assistant, the development of
ONCCEE’s communication plan along with a public
outreach and education strategy, and the creation
of ONCCEE’s website. He will also be attending the
ASLO Ocean Science conference Feb. 22nd – 25th in
Portland, Oregon, along with Scott Mclean, ONCCEE’s
Director.
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The ONC Board met on January 27-28th. The meeting
included the day-long annual strategic planning
session. The focus was on a review of performance
at the mid-point of the ONC business plan approved
by the Board in September 2008, and on the strategy
for sustaining success with the application for the
next round of operating funding (in late 2011)
being an immediate priority. The discussion led
to recommendations for some course corrections
and strengthening of performance targets for the
remaining period of the current plan, and a charge to
management to begin developing a strategic plan to
frame and direct program development and funding
applications for the next five year period (2011-16).

Ocean Observatories Initiative
FEBRUARY 2010

The OOI is currently preparing for two informational
meetings. OOI will hold a Town Hall event at the Ocean
Sciences meeting in Portland, Oregon on Wednesday,
February 24, 2010 at 11:45 a.m. in Room E145.
The meeting will update the progress, current
status and upcoming activities of the construction
phase of the project. Information and discussion
will include avenues for community engagement and
participation, descriptions of the OOI design, the
multi-disciplinary sensors to be deployed and the
timeline for construction, data availability and data
access.
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Registration for the second OOI Science Community
Workshop is now open. The workshop will be held on
April 29-30, 2010 in Tempe, Arizona on the Arizona
State University campus. The workshop will introduce
ocean scientists, educators and the broader science
community to the full scope of the OOI network
design and capabilities.

NEPTUNE Canada at
ASLO Ocean Sciences Conference
PORTLAND, Oregon
JOIN US for an..
INFORMAL RECEPTION
Thursday, February 25th
7:30 - 10:30pm
Red Lion Hotel, Portland Convention Centre
Marquam/Fremont Room
1021 NE Grand Avenue

Interested in doing research on
NEPTUNE Canada’s
seafloor observatory?

Presentations and discussion panels will focus on
descriptions of the OOI construction design, the
multi-disciplinary sensors to be deployed and the
timeline for construction, data availability and data
access.
There will also be information on and discussions
of science scenarios as examples of how the OOI
network can be used by researchers and educators
to advance a broad range of ocean science and
education. The deadline for registration and hotel
reservations is Thursday, March 25, 2010. To register,
visit
http://www.certain.com/system/profile/form/
index.cfm?PKformID=0x8700302f25

Come and meet with our scientists
and staff to discuss the
possibilities....

NEPTUNE Canada Workshop

Victoria, British Columbia
April 12 - 14, 2010
(email us to register: neptune@uvic.ca)

NEPTUNE Canada

University of Victoria
PO Box 1700 STN CSC
Victoria, British Columbia
CANADA V8W 2Y2
Tel: 250.472.5400
Fax: 250.472.5370
Email: neptune@uvic.ca

www.neptunecanada.ca

